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CHAPTER
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Improvisation in Latin Dance Music:
History and Style
PETER MANUEL

Latin dance music constitutes one of the most dynamic and sophisticated urban
popular music traditions in the Americas. Improvisation plays an important
role in this set of genres, and its styles are sufficiently distinctive, complex,
and internally significant as to merit book-length treatment along the lines of
Paul Berliner's volume Thinking in Jazz (1994 ). To date, however, the subject
of Latin improvisation has received only marginal and cursory analytical treatment, primarily in recent pedagogical guidebooks and videos. 1 While a single
chijpter such as this can hardly do justice to the subject, an attempt will be
made here to sketch some aspects of the historical development of Latin improvisational styles, to outline the sorts of improvisation occurring in mainstream contemporary Latin music, and to take a more focused look at improvisational styles of one representative instrument, the piano. An ultimate and
only partially realized goal in this study is to hypothesize a unified, coherent
aesthetic of Latin improvisation in general.
In this chapter, the term "Latin music" is used not to denote the realm of
Latin American music in its entirety, but instead to refer to popular musics
based on Afro-Cuban rhythn;s, as developed and performed throughout the
Hispanic Caribbean basin and its diaspora, including New York City. Our focus
thus comprises the interrelated genres rumba, danz6n, son, guaracha, mambo,
and chachacha, both in their traditional forms and as incorporated under the
stylistically ambiguous rubric "salsa:' Due to space limitations and the natural
affinities of this particular set of genres, this article will not deal with Dominican merengue, Colombian cumbia and vallenato, or Puerto Rican bomba,
plena, and musica j{bara, however rich the improvisatory styles therein may
be. Likewise, only passing reference will be made to Latin jazz; although improvisation plays a more prominent role in Latin jazz than in Latin dance music
itself, the distinctive features of Latin improvisation styles are more visible in
the latter than in the former, much of which overlaps with mainstream jazz
itself. In contrast with jazz and Latin jazz, Latin dance music, as the term
indicates, is quintessentially designed for accompanying social dancing. However, if its improvisatory styles are ideally intended to support this function
rather than to command attention in themselves, their sheer sophistication and
uniqueness amply justify critical regard.
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Sources: The African and European Heritages
While Latin improvisational styles are original products of Hispanic Caribbean
musicians in the twentieth century, they did not emerge out of a vacuum, but
can be seen to have evolved from a specific set of sources. One influence of
increasing importance from the 1920s on was jazz, whose impact will require
further mention below. On the whole, however, Latin improvisation has
evolved as a form parallel to jazz rather than derivative from it; indeed, since
the beginnings of jazz history, the influences between the two genres have been
mutual rather than unidirectional (see, e.g., Fiehrer 1991). The more immediate, original, and profound sources for modem Latin improvisational traditions
were the diverse varieties of musics flourishing in Cuba at the tum of the century, which can be seen as occupying places on a continuum according to their
predominance of European-derived or African-derived features.
The music genres on the European-derived side of this spectrum comprise
a heritage of remarkable richness. At the same time, their contributions to the
emergence of a distinctive improvisation style are in some respects indirect or
unverifiable. The most substantial body of Spanish-derived folk music in Cuba
is the set of regional varieties of the punto, whose aesthetic emphasis is on the
text (generally in ten-line decima form) rather than the music per se. Although
the modern punto does feature lively improvisations on the mandolin-like laud
between verses, there is no evidence that this tradition exerted any significant
role on improvisation styles in urban popular rnusic. 2 Similarly, improvisation
does not appear to have played a significant role in the local creole contradanza
(habanera), as it flourished in bourgeois circles in the nineteenth century. It is
true that such pieces were performed not only from written scores as parlor
piano works, but also as popular vernacular dances by ad hoc ensembles for
working-class audiences. Performance styles in such contexts may well have
accommodated some flexibility, but there is no documentation of such a tradition. There is somewhat more evidence for the role of improvised trumpet
flourishes in the pasadobles and other genres played by regimental bands (Edgardo Diaz Diaz, personal communication), and bombardino improvisations
were important features of the late nineteenth-century Puerto Rican danza
(Veray I977, 32). However, the extent to which such traditions constituted direct precedents and sources for subsequent mainstream brass improvisation
styles is unclear. Rather, the contribution of these traditions to Latin improvisation appears to lie more in the eventual application of instrumental technique
and knowledge of formal theory to improvising-a process that evidently
commenced in the danz6n in the latter I 920s.
If the European-derived contribution to Latin dance music is as great as the
African-derived one, it is the latter which appears to account for most of what
is distinctive in this music, thereby justifying the music's designation as "AfroCuban." On the most basic level, the Afro-Cuban contribution to mainstream
dance music comprises the use of a set of interrelated rhythmic cells. As shown
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Example 6.1. Afro-Cuban rhythmic cells.

in example 6.1, these include the tresillo, the cinquillo, the ritmo de tango, the
figure (ex. 6.ld) which could be regarded as a "displaced cinquillo," and, most
importantly, the clave, in its "3-2" and "2-3" variants. The notion of clave
comprises not only these two specific patterns and the hardwood sticks on
which they are played, but also the conception of these patterns as generative
structures underlying the entire composite rhythm of two-bar ostinatos. 3
Most of these rhythms came to pervade creole musics as well as Afro-Cuban
genres; the ritmo de tango and cinquillo, for example, were fundamental ostinatos in the contradanza and danz6n, respectively. Nevertheless, the ultimate
origins of all these patterns in prior Afro-Caribbean or African musics appear
well established, especially if clave is understood in the more general sense of
connoting what could be analyzed as a two-measure open/closed or syncopated/unsyncopated ostinato format. In mainstream Latin dance music, these
rhythms constitute basic building blocks for composition as well as improvisation, thereby illustrating Netti's observation (see the introduction to this volume) that the same principles tend to underlie the two processes in most cultures.
The Afro-Cuban musical heritage includes styles associated with neoAfrican syncretic religions (primarily santeria, palo, iyesa, and arara), with
the abakua societies, and with the conga genre featured in Carnival processions. Improvisation figures prominently in only a few of these styles; in the
realm of santeria music, for example, while bembe drumming foregrounds
elaborate solos by a lead drummer, the more widespread and better-known
bata music consists primarily of standardized patterns, however loosely and
flexibly rendered. Nevertheless, knowledgeable percussionists do assert that
such styles are the sources for many of the rhythms used in percussion improvisation in secular dance music (Orlando Fiol, personal communication).
By far the more direct source. however, is the traditional rumba, which
flourished in the early twentieth century as a lower-class, predominantly AfroCuban dance and music genre, performed by voices and percussion. The rumba's formal structure, as determined by the lead vocalist, consists of a few short
vocal warm-up phrases (the diana), followed by an extended text (canto,
largo), leading to a longer montuno section sung in call-and-response with a
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chorus. This structure is evidently the source and model for that of son and
salsa, including the semi-improvised calls (soneo, inspiraci6n) of the lead vocalist in the responsorial montuno. The rumba's instrumental accompaniment
consists of a composite ostinato most typically rendered on two conga drums,
clave, and palitos (two sticks beaten on a hard surface). 4 Throughout the song,
a lead drummer improvises rhythms on a third, higher-pitched conga (the
quinto ), ideally interacting with the dancers (solo male in rumba columbia,
and a single couple in yambu and the more popular guaguanc6). As we have
suggested, quinto patterns may incorporate certain features evidently derived
from Afro-Cuban religious musics, but they appear to derive more directly
from equally old secular dance traditions (e.g., the Congolese-derived yuka),
and in terms of basic rhythmic principles and structures they have close affinities to traditional African drum musics. Especially important for purposes of
this chapter is the way the quinto rhythms exhibit structural devices which, I
submit, are basic to Latin improvisation as a whole. Specifically, these devices
include the use of binary phrasing of triplet passages and ternary phrasing of
passages in binary subdivisions, of which more will be said below. In more
general terms, these affinities involve a percussive aesthetic which pervades all
solo styles. 5

The Son and Danzon until 1940
While negrophobic repression to some extent confined the rumba-and especially the obstreperous conga drum-to lower-class Afro-Cuban tenements, its
influence eventually came to permeate Cuban musical culture. By the 1920s
and '30s, danz6n composers were omnivorously borrowing popular AfroCuban tunes (Diaz Ayala 1994, I 04 ), and teatro bufo troupes and stage bands
like the Lecuona Cuban Boys were presenting their own vaudeville-style versions of rumbas. A more significant vehicle for the mainstreaming of AfroCuban structural features was the son, which emerged in the first decades of
the century and by the '30s had become Cuba's most popular dance music
genre, as played primarily by septets (vocals, guitar, tres, trumpet, maracas,
giiiro scraper, cowbell, and string bass).
The son resists compartmentalization as exclusively Afro-Cuban or EuroCuban, instead constituting a felicitously balanced and definitive fusion of the
two streams. The European heritage of the early son is obvious in its predominantly nonpercussive texture (unlike that of the rumba, for example), the presence of trumpet, guitar, and the guitar-like tres, and the use of functional harmonies and chordal harmonic progressions in the initial, "song"-like first
section (now often called guia), which came to frequently rely on the 32-bar
AABA form typical of American popular music. At the same time, the son,
which was performed mostly by Afro-Cuban musicians, adopted from the
rumba the clave, the canto/guia-montuno formal structure, the presence of a
continually improvising drum (the bongo, rather than the quinto), many partic-
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ular compositions, and the tradition of texts foregrounding Afro-Cuban culture
and often extolling the rumba itself. For its part, the role of the tres in the son
is as much rhythmic as melodic or chordal, consisting primarily of syncopated,
standardized accompanimental ostinatos called guajeos. The use of the marimbula bass-an enlarged version of the African mbira-type lamellophone-further illustrates the fundamentally syncretic nature of the early son.
The improvisational styles of the early son, which are fairly well documented in recordings of the 1920s and '30s, are the direct ancestors of their
counterparts in modern Latin music. The bongo, as suggested, perpetuates the
role-and many specific techniques and rhythms-of the rumba's quinto, although without the function of interacting with a specific dancer (the son being
danced by loosely embracing couples). The montuno usually commences with
the trumpet player improvising two-bar phrases in alternation with the choral
refrains (coros); typically, after four of these exchanges, the lead singer improvises his own soneos in alternation with the coro, which may continue indefinitely, perhaps interrupted by a solo on the bongo or, less often, the tres. The
syllabic, relatively unadorned soneo style is essentially identical to that of the
rumba, except for the occasional use of a more European, vibrato-laden vocal
production. For its part, the trumpet style, rather than being flashy or markedly
idiomatic, closely resembles the vocal soneo style, from which it presumably
derives. (Similarly, contemporary jazz trumpet style was also essentially vocal
in character, as can be heard, for example, in the marked affinities between
Louis Armstrong's singing and cornet playing.) The occasional tres solos, unlike the flashy styles of the laud and Puerto Rican cuatro, stress syncopated
percussive chords and guajeo-type passages rather than fast single-note runs.
Until the late 1930s, piano and wind instruments aside from the trumpet
were not used in the son septets. Instead, flute and piano styles evolved in the
context of the danzc5n, as played since the first decade of the century by charanga ensembles consisting of flute, two violins, piano, bass, and percussion.
In 1910 Jose Urfe 's "El bombin de Barreto" had initiated the practice of adding
a harmonically static, vamp-like final section to the danzc5n.Pianist and bandleader Antonio Maria Romeu was evidently the first to introduce improvised
solos in this section. Diaz Ayala ( 1994, 135) refers to a "timid hint" of a solo
in two Romeu recordings of 1925. John Santos (1982) cites as famous and
seminal the extended solo in Romeu's 1926 recording of "Tres Lindas Cubanas," which is re-created by Romeu on a subsequent release (FE 4066). This
solo, somewhat like those recorded in the 1930s by Armando Orefiche of the
Lecuona Cuban Boys, consists of an amalgam of classical-style snippets, evoking Czerny rather than Earl Hines. By modem standards, many aspects of the
solo appear manneristic and archaic, including its tinkling Alberti bass patterns, quaint Schubertian arpeggios, and block chords reminiscent of Rachmaninoff or, closer to home, Lecuona. At the same time, the solo contains
features that would become trademarks of Latin piano; these include vigorous
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Lisztian double- and triple-octave runs (occasionally with parallel thirds
added), an emphasis on syncopation and rhythm in general, and, most presciently, the juxtaposition of discrete passages in contrasting rhythms and textures rather than extended thematic continuity or development.
According to Max Salazar ( 1992, 13), Romeu was one of the very few pianists to improvise solos before the late 1930s. The idiosyncratic nature of his
playing, the scarcity of recorded flute solos, statements by elderly informants,6
and the relative simplicity of trumpet playing in the son septets all suggest that
until this time Latin improvisation styles had not really developed a distinctive
character. The notable exceptions, of course, were the dynamic styles associated with the lowly bongo and quinto, whose richness and vitality would animate all the instrumental styles maturing in the next decade.
It was in the 1940s that a definitive mainstream Latin dance music style
coalesced, comprising norms of composition, arranging, and improvisation
t~at remain structurally fundamental even in the salsa of today. The most salient developments included the following: the popularization of the conjunto
format, in which conga, piano, and second or third trumpets were added to
the son septet; the incorporation of the timbales into the standard dance band
e_nsemble;the standardization of accompaniment parts; the use of more sophisticated and elaborate horn arrangements (in the case of the mambo big bands,
adopting sectional arrangement principles from swing jazz); the adaptation of
t~ese t~chniques (whether in conjuntos, charangas, or larger groups) to playing
pieces m up-tempo Afro-Cuban rhythms (especially as derived from the rumba
via the son); and, finally, the unprecedented emphasis on instrumental solos
and the concomitant emergence of mature, distinctive instrumental improvisatory styles. The mambo big band of Machito and Mario Bauza is sometimes
credited with being the first to feature sophisticated instrumental solos, although the practice had clearly commenced earlier.
Salazar ( 1992, 13) indicates that the inclusion of improvised piano solos in
arrangements became popular from about 1938, perhaps first inspired by a tres
solo recorded by Arsenio Rodriguez. The transitional period to more modern
styles can be traced in the early recordings of Arsenio, Conjunto Casino, Orguesta Casino de la Playa, and the Sonora Matancera. The piano playing featured on most of these records (especially by Anselmo Sacasas, Perez Prado,
Agustin Mercier, and Roberto Alvarez) indicates the rapid emergence of the
modern accompaniment and solo styles. The solo playing •includes archaisms
and eccentricities like oompah left-hand patterns and Alberti bass passages,
along with what would become standard features: runs in doubled and tripled
octaves, occasional guajeo-type accompaniment patterns, and a delight in
quasi-atonal nonsense riffs (typically involving chromatic descending sequences) introduced for their rhythmic and textural irregularity. As archaisms
disappeared in the latter '40s, the playing of Lili Martinez, Pedro "Peruchfn"
Jtistiz, Noro Morales, and Jesus Lopez essentially codified the modern piano
style.
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Bv 1950 a mainstream Latin dance music style in general had congealed
whi~h continues to form the basis of modem salsa. Indeed, the relabeling of
Cuban dance music as "salsa" in the latter 1960s involved a socio-musical
resignification rather than a fundamental stylistic change (Manuel 1994, 26480), such that Diaz Ayala may have been only slightly exaggerating to state,
"In the legacy of Arsenio, salsa was already complete" (1981, 174). Within
this general body of music, however, one can distinguish substyles which are
self-consciously tipico (loosely, "traditional"), as opposed to more modern approaches. The former would include most charanga groups (see Murphy 1991)
as well as salsa conjuntos led by Johnny Pacheco and Pete "El Conde"
Rodriguez, modeled on 1950s Cuban performers like Felix Chappotfn and the
Sonora Matancera. Aside from Latin jazz, the stylistic vanguard of Latin dance
music has been represented by ensembles of Eddie Palmieri, Ray Barretto,
Jerry and Andy Gonzalez, and others. Both these sets of substyles, as well as
the familiar mainstream, rely on a core of improvisation norms inherited from
the latter l 940s. It is to this mainstream core that we may now turn.
Modern Latin Music: Accompanimental Improvisation
Popular and academic discourse on improvisation naturally tends to focus on
featured instrumental solos by virtuoso perfonners. In many types of music,
however, improvisation also plays a crucial role in accompaniment styles; such
is certainly the case in Latin dance pieces, wherein improvised solos are often
short or entirely absent. Improvisation in Latin music accompaniment ranges
from microrhythmic nuances by individual players to overtly audible passages
involving spontaneous collective collaboration.
Much of the expressive essence of Latin music lies in the intricate composite
rhythm created by the percussion, bass, and piano, which together constitute
the rhythm section. This composite rhythm is the product of a set of standardized accompanirnental ostinatos, such as are illustrated in the montuno excerpt
in example 6.2. These patterns, or alternative versions thereof, are maintained
with a limited amount of variation throughout a given song. In the words of
pianist Oscar Hernandez, "You have to petform as a unit-a team player" (in
Gerard and Sheller 1989, 35). At the same time, the composite rhythm is enlivened by judicious amounts of improvised variation, along the lines of what
Berliner calls "controlled flexibility" ( 1994), Keil terms "participatory discrepancies" ( 1995), and Leonard Meyer would subsume under the tenn "simultaneous deviation" (1956, 234-46). As pianist Sonny Bravo notes, within certain
limitations, "anyone in the [rhythm] section can alter what he's doing a little
bit to build the groove" (in Doerschuk 1992, 317).
Because some of these improvised variation techniques have been outlined
elsewhere (esp. Mauleon 1993, Gerard and Sheller 1989, and Doerschuk
1992), our observations here will be brief. The ostinato generally played on the
side (cascara, paila) of the timbales or on its attached cowbell is perhaps the
least subject to variation (Gerard and Sheller 1989, 50); it functions as a funda-
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Example 6.2. Montuno excerpt.

mental time-keeper roughly analogous to the "time line" of West African percussion. Somewhat greater flexibility is allowed to the conga drum, which was
incorporated into dance band ensembles in the 1940s. However, the conga's
role in this context is not comparable to that of the quinto in the rumba. That
is, it is not featured as a foreground, constantly improvising instrument, but
rather as a secondary cog in the composite rhythm, reiterating, with some creative latitude, a standardized ostinato (the tumbao). As mentioned above, the
quinto's role in the son septets had been usurped by the bongo, which improvised freely throughout a given song. With the coalescence of the standardized
composite rhythm in the mainstream style, the bongo's improvisatory flexibility was also reduced to performing variations (repiques) on a stock ostinato
(the martillo or "hammer") during the guia (the bongo player generally switching to cowbell during the montuno ). These variations, while more free than
those played on the conga, generally maintain a steady eighth-note pulse.
As in jazz, the bass plays an important role in maintaining the composite
rhythm. As bassist Andy Gonzalez states, "In Latin music you have to approach
the bass as a drummer would approach the drums-with the same sense of
percussiveness and attacks" (in Gerard and Sheller I 989, 42). The most typical
accompanying pattern is the "anticipated bass" ostinato such as is shown in
example 6.2, or variants thereof. The bass player enjoys some latitude to alter
his part, with the "sense of percussiveness" noted by Gonzalez. These variations might consist of alternate ostinatos, or, as in jazz drumming, they might
comprise subtle, microrhythmic nuances referred to, for example, as "pushing
the beat" or "playing on top of the beat"; musicians state that such nuances,
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however incremental, can greatly intensify the music when deployed effectively (Chris Washburne, personal communication) .
If jazz piano accompaniment consists of "comping" chords in a loose, desultory, irregular manner, the Latin pianist must maintain a regular ostinato pattern, at least throughout the mantuna. These standardized patterns themselves
are called guajeo or mantuna and derive ultimately from counterparts played
on the tres in traditional son. Generally a pianist will maintain a given guajeo
(such as that in ex. 6.2) throughout an entire section of the mantuna, altering
it primarily during the ensemble horn breaks (mambo, mafia). Excessive or
even slight but inappropriate alterations can be seen by aficionados as distracting and reflective of immaturity, and extensive reiteration of the same ostinato, rather than being monotonous, can help create a hypnotic intensity. However, skilled pianists can also introduce discreet variations which can heighten
rather than muddy the effect, even, for example, behind horn solos. In general,
as Mauleon notes (l 993, 118), "a solid mantuna is one that creates a balance
between repetition and variation."
One of the most distinctive forms of improvisation in Latin music is the
spontaneous creation of mafias by the horn section. A mafia is an instrumental
interlude which is typically introduced between soneas or mantuna sections,
or during the latter part of an instrumental solo. It generally features two or
three layered, interlocking or overlapping horn lines, played, for example, by
the trombones and trumpets. 7 While a typical salsa chart may contain one or
more precomposed mafias, horn players in the better salsa bands often improvise mafias in longer songs. A good mofia can greatly intensify the "groove" in
an extended solo, while providing a creative outlet for horn players otherwise
relegated to reading parts from scores.
Improvising a mafia requires a remarkable collective interaction. Typically,
the trombone player might initiate a line, which a trumpeter would answer with
a complementary riff; the other horn players would then join in. Ideally, the
mafia should sound as if it were precomposed. Once, for example, after watching the Ray Sepulveda band play what seemed to me an entirely precomposed
song (except for the solos), I was quite surprised to hear from the group's trombonist, ethnomusicologist Chris Washburne, that the final mafia had been spontaneous. Washburne explained to me after the set:
What happened there was that Ray started to cue us during the piano solo to
go into the final mambo and end the song, but I thought the music was just
getting hot, and that we should build on it, so I signalled to him that we would
do a mafia. Then I sang the trombone part I had in mind to the other trombonist, so we came in together, and the trumpet players, who were ready, answered it right away with their own line. And it worked.

Collectively improvising mofias involves a dimension of risk, as well as expressivity, different from that in soloing. The initiator of a mofia may feel exasperated if his colleagues respond with an incompatible line (see, e.g., Sonny
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Bravo quoted in Doerschuk 1992, 318) or if they fail to answer at all, whether
due to fatigue, laziness, or incompetence. As Washburne relates,
It's like having a gun to your head, but if you want to hang with the big boys
and not just be a 8-grade hack playing on autopilot, you have to rise to the
occasion. So sometimes we try something, and it's a disaster. Or perhaps I'm
tired myself, or not in the most creative mood, so I just recycle a riff that I
know, perhaps varying it to fit the situation. But then it can tum into something completely different. And if a night goes by where I don't try something
new, I'm not growing as a musician. (Personal communication)

As Washburne observes, the tradition of improvising mafias persists in the
live performances of bandleaders like Sepulveda who are appreciative of their
accompanists' virtuosity, and even in studio recordings, where scores may be
quite incomplete. Nevertheless, the practice has declined significantly since
the "classic" salsa era of roughly 1965-78. The change may be due in part to
the tendency of modern pop salsa romantica to stress the singer's star image
over musicianship, such that contemporary bands tend to mechanically follow
scores rather than improvise on stage. 8 The increasingly rigid adherence to
recorded versions of songs perpetuates this decline, especially since modern
recordings are generally done by overdubbing individual parts, rendering impossible any form of spontaneous group interaction (see Manuel 1995:88).

Modern Latin Music: Solo Improvisation
Although in Latin music the role of improvisation in accompaniment styles is
important, solo improvisations are naturally more conspicuous. While clearly
incorporating features from jazz and from African and European sources, Latin
solo styles have evolved as highly original and distinctive idioms. Solos generally take place not in the short, largely precomposed guia, but in the longer
montuno section, which can be extended indefinitely by solos, perhaps punctuated by mambos and mafias.
Although instrumental solo styles are the most elaborate, improvisations by
the lead singer are in their own way at least as prominent. Indeed, Latin music
vocalists have often been bandleaders and star attractions, whether because of
their musical skills or, as is often the case today, the pop-star image projected
around them by the commercial music industry. Talented vocalists can function
as musical leaders in spite of being musically illiterate and ignorant of theory.
The classic example is Cuban singer and bandleader Beny More (d. 1963),
who, although lacking formal musical knowledge, was, in Acosta's words,
"three-quarters of the band" (1993, 16).
Aside from interpretative nuances in rendering the melody of the guia, vocal
improvisation occurs primarily in the context of the lead singer's soneos or
inspiraciones performed responsorially with the coro. This style, consisting
generally of two- or four-bar phrases in overlapping call-and-response style,
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derives directly from the traditional rumba, which itself evolved primarily from
African predecessors. According to some singers, the lyrics of the soneos
should relate to the story or subject of the song lyrics proper, whether consisting of quotes from the guia lyrics or original (if precomposed) snippets
of verse (see, e.g., Miguelita Valdes's comments in Salazar 1992, 11). Often,
however, vocalists simply sing stock and thematically unrelated phrases, typically in colloquial slang (Gerard and Sheller 1989, 30-32). Since the phrases
are so short, involve both text and tune, and are often sung by vocalists lacking
technical musical knowledge, it is natural that they often consist more of flexible reiterations of vocalists' favorite phrases than truly spontaneous creations.
Such is particularly the case with many of the modern pop salsa romcintica
singers, who tend to adhere timidly to the recorded versions of their songs, and
9
who, at any rate, may be promoted less for their talent than for their star image.
These tendencies serve to throw into greater relief the few contemporary singers such as Gilberto Santa Rosa who are fluid improvisers.
As we have suggested above, the Latin improvisational piano and wind instrument styles that coalesced in the 1940s continue to form the bases for their
modern counterparts. Such changes as have occurred in the interim consist
mostly of jazz influences, whose incorporation has led to the use of the term
tipico to distinguish older styles. Tipico, as in reference to music or food, implies "traditional" or "old-fashioned," or redolent of island life. As John Murphy ( 1991) documents, the charanga ensemble, with its somewhat quaint fluteand-violins format, is itself regarded as tipico, suggestive as it is of bygone
days in Cuban bourgeois salons and cotillions. Although charangas have
largely forsaken the archaic danz6n for the up-tempo Afro-Cuban son and guaracha, the flute improvisation style associated with charanga remains distinctively tipico. Murphy observes that this tipico aesthetic can be understood
partly as the avoidance of jazz-type chromaticisms, and also as the selfconscious use of a vocabulary of familiar phrases and riffs ( 1991, 121-22).
10
Example 6.3a, cited by Murphy, is a typical and ubiquitous stock phrase, as
is the figure shown in example 6.3b.
Equally popular are arpeggios and other patterns reflective of the classical
(rather than jazz) background of most charanga flautists. Although heavily
reliant on such a finite repertoire of stock riffs, charanga flautists often improvise not only in solos but throughout entire songs. Charanga violinists also
solo, and they have their own somewhat idiosyncratic tipico style.
Latin trumpet playing evolved in different contexts, namely, the son-based
septets and, later, conjuntos. In the traditional son, the trumpet would improvise in the opening of the guia and in call-and-response style with the first four
coros of the montuno (the latter practice remaining standard in modem salsa).
As mentioned above, trumpet playing in the septets was fairly simple; indeed,
it closely resembled the vocal soneo style, and might incorporate snippets of
contemporary songs (Orlando Fiol, personal communication). In the 1940s,
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Example 6.3. T(pico flute phrases.

however, improved technical standards led trumpet playing to depart from vocal models and develop in its own direction, as happened contemporaneously
with jazz; the better soloists also cultivated an interest in jazz and freely incorporated elements from it. Despite such influences, Latin trumpet playing acquired and retained its own character, especially in the t[pico style represented
by players like Alfredo "Chocolate" Annenteros. As with charanga flute, the
t{pico style comprises both a reiteration of favorite, typical phrases as well as
an avoidance, whether deliberate or ingenuous, of jazz mannerisms. As dance
bands incorporated saxophones and trombones, characteristic Latin styles of
soloing on these instruments also evolved.
We have outlined the sorts of improvisatory latitude accorded to the bongo,
timbales, and conga in their accompanimental roles. Montunos may also feature improvised solos on these instruments, and percussionists like Patato Valdez and Tito Puente may acquire considerable renown as soloists. To some
extent, solo styles on these instruments have their own distinct histories and
idiosyncracies. Modem bongo playing has natural affinities with the bongo
style of the son septets, as does conga soloing with the quinto style of the
traditional rumba; however, the presence of conga solos in dance band music
dates only from the mid-century decades, when it was popularized by Mongo
Santamaria. The use of the timbales as a solo instrument for up-tempo AfroCuban dance music commenced around the same time, when Tito Puente popularized its usage, along with a colorful and flamboyant improvisatory style.
In other respects the solo styles associated with the three instruments are
quite similar, drawing from a common vocabulary of motives and devices. Accordingly, most modern percussionists learn to perform on two or three of the
instruments, using many of the same rhythmic principles and techniques. Some
of these are evident in the bongo solo schematically transcribed as example
6.4. Brief as this solo is, it exhibits some quintessential features of the tfpico
idiom, including the emphasis on artful syncopation rather than gratuitous
speed and virtuosity 11; the tendency-as pervasive in West African drumming
as in the solos of charanga flautist Dave Valentfn-to establish a given phrase
that can be repeated (with or without slight variation) a few times, and then
move to another discrete phrase; and lastly, the sequential use of contrasting
syncopations, particularly different articulations of either ternary phrasings of
binary subdivisions, or, conversely, binary phrasing of triplets. In this case, the
solo quickly progresses through the following phrases: ternary-phrased single
strokes (mm. I-3); reiterations of a four- or five-stroke sextuplet figure (mm.
4-6); an extended series of regular triplet strokes (mm. 11-13); and lastly, a
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Example 6.4. Carlos Embale, bongo solo on "Los rumberos de La Habana:· Soneros Ma_vores.
EGREM PRO-067.

stock phrase consisting of threefold repetition of a pattern with ternary phrasing of binary subdivision (such as could be schematized: 1 2 3 4 5 6 l 2 3 4 5
6 etc.), all in eighth-notes (mm. 15-17).
Omitted from this and other transcriptions in this article are the numerous
and subtle microrhythmic nuances (playing "behind the beat," straddling triplet
and quadratic subdivisions, and the like) which can be judiciously introduced
(and perhaps subsequently avoided) in all instrumental styles in order to
heighten rhythmic drive and tension (see Washbume 1998).

Latin Piano Improvisation
Latin piano style constitutes one of the most original and distinctive features
of Latin music. Because of its uniqueness and the way it embodies what can
be seen as certain quintessential features of Latin improvisation, it merits more
expansive discussion in this article. Essentially, the solo style comprises a set
of standardized patterns or techniques having contrasting textures, which, in a
given solo, are introduced in the form of relatively short, discrete phrases. In
several of these typical patterns, rhythm and texture are of greater importance
than melody and hannony. The most common patterns include the following:
(l) repeated ternary-phrased, three-pitch, eighth-note arpeggios, usually with
doubled or tripled octaves, alternating between tonic and dominant chords (as
in ex. 6.5, or mm. 3-5 of ex. 6.7, or, in triplets, mm. 19-24 of ex. 6,7); (2)
melodies played in double, triple, or quadruple octaves (e.g., mm. 16-19 in ex.
6.7, or throughout ex. 6.8); (3) phrases using parallel thirds (or tenths). also
generally played in doubled octaves (mm. 9-14, 30-32 in ex. 6.7); (4) syncopated patterns repeating short, double-octave right-hand phrases (usually one
or two pitches) with left-hand chords (mm. 9-18 of ex. 6.8); (5) guajeo/mon-
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Example 6.5. Typical piano pattern.

Example 6.6. Anselmo Sacasas, piano solo on "Esto es los ultimo'" (excerpt), Orquesta Casino de
la Playa, Memories of' Cuba. Tumbao TCD 003.

tuno-like passages; (6) block chords; (7) quasi-atonal, and often a-rhythmic
nonsense riffs (often descending sequences like the passage in ex. 6.6); (8)
single-note right-hand runs, with occasional left-hand "comping" chords, as in
mainstream jazz piano.
The affinities with jazz are apparent mostly in the realm of chord voicings,
which often use ninths, thirteenths, and, in less t(pico contexts, piled fourths
such as were popularized by McCoy Tyner.12 However, the differences from
jazz are perhaps more striking. Since the emergence of bebop in the early
1940s, mainstream jazz piano style has consisted overwhelmingly of singlenote right-hand runs, punctuated by occasional left-hand chords (comping).
That is, it is essentially a one-handed style (such as prompted Art Tatum to
state of bebop pianist Bud Powell, "He ain't got no left"). This texture does
occur in Latin piano (pattern 8 above), but as merely one of several more common textures. In general. Latin piano stresses volume, power, textural contrast,
and rhythm more than intricacy of melodic line. As Sonny Bravo states, half in
jest, "We're not dealing with subtle music here; we're dealing with savages
from the jungle" (in Doerschuk 1992, 323). It may also be noted that such
textural variation works much more naturally with harmonically static or repetitive montunos than it would with extended harmonic progressions used in jazz
standards; pattern I (ex. 6.5), for example, is designed to fit over a repeated
tonic-dominant ostinato, and would be difficult to introduce in a jazz song with
extended chord progressions. Conversely, it would be difficult to sustain interest in a solo over an extended montuno ostinato by using only jazz-style singlenote right-hand runs. Accordingly, when Latin jazz pianists play songs with
sequential harmonic progressions, they tend to lapse into the single-note format, reserving the more varied textures for chordal ostinato sections.
Example 6.7, a typical piano solo by Larry Harlow, illustrates how some of
these textures are performed. A brief introductory two-octave phrase leads to a
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Example 6. 7. Lany Harlow, piano solo on "Anacaona," from Salsa de/ Barrio: /4 exitos originate.,.
Profono TPL 1403.
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two-bar ternary arpeggio figure (mm. 3-4 ), using the familiar device of ternary
phrasing of duple (eighth-note) subdivisions. Following this is a passage in
doubled parallel thirds, structured, as are many phrases in Latin improvisation,
in the form of what could be seen as an antecedent-consequent or ca!l-andresponse pattern (mm. 9-14). In the next passage (from m. 15), an ascending
line in quadruple octaves climaxes in a double-octave call, which, after a pause,
segues to a triplet arpeggio ostinato figure in doubled octaves, alternating tonic
and dominant chords (mm. 20-25). A transitional phrase leads to a descending,
ternarylmontuno-type figure (mm. 28-29), and the solo concludes with another
passage in doubled parallel thirds. (This solo, it may be noted, also reflects one
of the basic principles of clave, that is, the tendency to stress downbeats only
on the "2" side-here, odd-numbered bars-eliding the others.)
There is an obvious parallel between the aesthetic evident here and that in
percussion solos, such as example 6.4. In both cases, the emphasis is not on
extended thematic development, nor even on overt textural or rhythmic continuity per se, but rather on the sequential presentation of discrete contrasting
phrases. Like percussion improvisations, these often take the form either of
antecedent-consequent phrasing, or of a pattern repeated, perhaps with variation, twice or thrice, generally lasting less than five seconds. At the same time,
the effect is not one of a disjointed pastiche, but of a continuous flow.

Latin Improvisation and Jazz
By this point it should be quite clear that Latin improvisation, although influenced by jazz, is best regarded as a parallel tradition, which, indeed, has exerted its own influence on jazz. Since the 1940s, many Latin musicians have
informally studied jazz and freely incorporated elements from it into their playing. More than one instrumentalist has told me that since he grew up immersed
in Latin music and eventually performing it, he presently cultivates a more
active interest in jazz than Latin music. Further, jazz pedagogy has generally
had much more to offer students in terms of publications, classes, "music minus one" records and the like. Jazz horn players have also regularly been featured as guest soloists in Latin jazz groups, especially in the 1940s and '50s,
when the distinctive Latin solo styles were just taking shape. The overlap between the two styles is formalized in the genre of Latin jazz, which uses the
rhythms and often the montuno ostinatos of Latin music, while sharing with
jazz the emphasis on solo improvisation, the predominantly instrumental
(rather than vocal) format, and a function as music for listening rather than
dancing.
In other respects, the realms of Latin music and jazz remain distinct. There
are many Latin horn players who are fluent at improvising over montunos, but
who would be hard-pressed to play a solo over a jazz standard like "Stella by
Starlight." Conversely, jazz players who delve into Latin music must be able to
perform interesting solos over chordal ostinatos, and they must develop some
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feeling for the aesthetic, and, ideally, for rhythmic subtleties like clave. 11 Of
course, a fundamental distinction between the two genres is that Latin music,
unlike jazz since the swing era, is dance music. Solos must ideally intensify
the groove for dancers, and soloists learn to gauge the success of their improvisations by the degree to which dancers are "getting down."

Toward an Aesthetic of Latin Music Improvisation
Latin music, like any mature musical genre, comprises not a random grab bag
of diverse techniques and mannerisms, but a cohesive set of idiomatic substyles which have been organically cultivated by generations of musicians. As
such, Latin improvisation may be presumed to be animated by a consistent
underlying aesthetic, which may, however, be difficult to describe analytically.
In attempting to abstract an aesthetic of Latin music improvisation per se, prior
research on West African music may provide some useful models, especially
because of the close affinities and historical bonds between the two culture
areas. Robert Farris Thompson ( 1973) and, in a somewhat different manner,
John Chernoff ( 1979) have posited a certain "aesthetic of the cool" pervading
much of West African music and dance, and one might be tempted to seek
parallels in Afro-Latin music. Latin percussionists do indeed articulate the importance of control and economy of style, rather than ostentatious and gratuitous display; 14 similar notions, of course, can be found in many improvisational styles, from jazz to Hindustani music. However, extending the analogy
is problematic; Latinos certainly do not praise music as fria or "cool," but
instead speak of salsa and rumba as caliente (hot) or brava (wild, fierce). At
the risk of generalizing, I would opine that Latin music strives for intense drive
and exuberance (implicit in the oft-used term sabor) rather than coolness and
restraint.
David Locke presents a somewhat less abstract, more practical set of aesthetic guidelines in his pedagogical study of Ghanaian drum Gahu ( 1987, I 2728 ). Among the goals Locke recommends to students are intensity, momentum,
power, humor, orientation toward dance, interaction with other musicians, and
thinking in terms of phrases rather than individual strokes. Such guidelines
would apply well to Latin music, as indeed they might to other musics such
as jazz.
A more analytical and perhaps less ambitious approach to hypothesizing a
consistent aesthetic of Latin music would be to locate specific technical features that appear to recur as common denominators in all or most instrumental
improvisational idioms. I have mentioned above, for example, the tendency
toward short, discrete, contrasting phrases evident in both melodic instrument
and percussion solos. Such phrasings may suggest question-answer-type patterns, or, alternately, formats in which a phrase is introduced, repeated or varied
twice or thrice, and then dropped. Such tendencies reflect a continuity with
traditional rumba drumming and dancing and, on a slightly more general level,
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with the essentially percussive orientation of modem piano and even wind instrument styles. In this sense, Latin improvisation (and composition) could be
said to be unified by a common and quite distinctive approach to rhythm, just
as "swing" is sometimes posited as the essence of jazz. Several of the distinguishing features of Latin rhythm can be abstracted and enumerated. These
would include the following: ( l) the importance of claveas an underlying regulating rhythmic ostinato; (2) the use, as basic building blocks, of a set of stock
rhythmic patterns, including the cells presented in example 6.1 (and others
presented in Mauleon 1993); (3) a fondness for stressing offbeats, and especially anacruses (as in mm. 1-3 of ex. 6.4 above); (4) a particular approach to
syncopation, involving the aforementioned use of binary subdivision with ternary phrasing, and conversely, triplet subdivision with binary phrasing.
The latter principle merits further discussion here. These two techniques
pervade improvisations on percussion, piano, and, to a somewhat lesser extent,
wind instruments, and innumerable examples of each technique could be presented. Ternary phrasing of binary-subdivided notes is the essence of what is
one of the most familiar stock Latin piano riffs, described as pattern 1 in the
list of common piano patterns above, as illustrated in example 6.5. Another
cliche using the same principle is the aforementioned "123 4 5 6" pattern (or
variants thereof), such as is found in the conclusion of example 6.4 and in
measures 9-13 of example 6.8, a piano solo by Papo Lucca.'5
The converse device, binary phrasing of triplet-subdivided notes or beats, is
similarly common. Measures l0-13 of the bongo solo in example 6.4 show
one typical application of this technique, in the fonn of an extended roll accented as l 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 (etc.), using triplet subdivisions. Papo Lucca's piano
solo (ex. 6.8) illustrates two other forms of this syncopation: first, triplet (or
sextuplet) quarter notes are melodically phrased as descending four-note sequences (indicated by dotted brackets, mm. 1-5), and subsequently as bases
for a quadratic ostinato in the rhythm 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 (etc). Indeed, the entire
second half of this excerpt (mm. 9-18) constitutes a series of percussive variations on a simple melodic phrase, employing the two basic syncopation principles outlined here.
Much of the expressivity of these latter techniques lies in the way that they
establish a temporary but quite overt sense of polyrhythm. Their usage can be
seen as preserving in Afro-Latin music some of the polyrhythmic complexity
that was otherwise sacrificed when quadratic-metered popular music forms replaced the structural (" 12/8") polymeters pervading so much of African and
neo-African music. 16 Also lost in the Middle Passage were most of the traditional African social structures and ways of life that, as Thompson and Chernoff persuasively show, ultimately infonned the "cool" aesthetic itself. A more
expansive and holistic study of the aesthetics of Latin music improvisation
would ultimately seek not only to identify more of the fundamental technical
tropes unifying the style, but to situate them ethnographically in the contexts
of their associated cultures and social histories.
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Example 6,8. Papo Lucca, piano solo on "Ritmo, Tambory Flores."on Celia Cruz. Celia,Johnm.
Justo y Papo:Recordandoel Aye1;Vaya52.
·

Notes
I. Cf. e.g., Mauleon 1993, and the videos Conga Virtuoso: Giovanni Hidalgo (DC!
Music Video, 1995), Jerry Gonzalez and Afro-Caribbean Rhvthms, Jern• Gonzale:::·
Congo Mania, and Manny Oquendo on Timbales (Alchemy Pi~tures).
·
2. Nor, for that matter. have Laudplayers been featured in Cuban dance bands, as
has Puerto Rican cuatro virtuoso Yomo Toro in salsa formats.
3. Shown here is the son clave; in the rumba clave-i.e., that used in traditional
rumba-the third note of the "3" side falls an eighth-note later. For further discussion
of clave, see Mauleon 1993, ch. 3; Gerard and Sheller 1989, ch. 2; and Manuel 1995,
38-41; regarding the other rhythmic cells, see Behague 1980 and Mikowsky 1988.
4. For transcriptions of these patterns, see Gerard and Sheller 1989, ch. 6; Manuel
1995, 25,
5. Singer (I 983) notes that the highest compliment that can be paid to a melodic
instrumental player is to be likened to a drummer.
6. Such as pianist Agustin Mercier of Conjunto Casino, as interviewed by Delfin
Perez (personal communication).
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7. Although terminology is occasionally inconsistent, mafias are generally distinguished as retaining the chordal ostinato of the montuno, whereas the otherwise similar
mambos depart from it. Because they involve coordination of the piano and bass as well
as horns, mambos are precomposed. See Mauleon 1993, I 56, for a transcribed example
of a mafia.
8. Informants like trumpeter Hector Colon claim that this trend is particularly
marked in bands from Puerto Rico (personal communication).
9. Producer Sergio George, for example, comments, "You've got singers who are
selling a lot of records who don't have a clue how to sonear" (Boggs 1993, 18).
IO. Orlando Fiol states that this figure comes from Cuban comparsa ditties (personal
communication).
11. Modem percussionists like Archie Flores and Giovanni Hidalgo have popularized more flashy, virtuoso styles of playing.
I 2. See, e.g., the left-hand voicings of the F-minor chord in m. IO of example 6.8. I
call the use of these features in Latin music "affinities" rather than "influences;' since
they may to some extent derive from common roots in popular and late Romantic harmony rather than solely from imitation of jazz.
13. I have, however, heard conflicting reports on this issue. While some Latin soloists stress the importance of clave, jazz sax player Chico Freeman, who toured extensively with the Machito band, told me, "Clave isn't really important for us soloists; it's
mostly forthe arrangers" (personal communication).
14. E.g., Orlando Fiol (personal communication), and Ray Barretto, who states of
the younger percussionists, "Their action is based on speed and rapid-fire, and sometimes open space is as important as what you play" (Tamargo 1994, 14).
15. This riff can also be heard in the timbales solo in "Reina Rumba" on the same
LP.
16. This fundamental shift, from polymetric African structures and Spanish triple
meter to the quadratic rhythms of modem Latin music, remains to be analytically explored, although a somewhat problematic attempt is found in Perez Fernandez 1987.
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